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ABSTRACT: Calorimeters with a high granularity are a fundamental requirement of the Particle Flow paradigm. This paper focuses on the prototype of a hadron calorimeter with analog readout, consisting of thirty-eight scintillator layers alternating with steel absorber planes. The scintillator plates are finely segmented into tiles individually read out via Silicon Photomultipliers. The presented results are based on data collected with pion beams in the energy range from 8 GeV to 100 GeV. The fine segmentation of the sensitive layers and the high sampling frequency allow for an excellent reconstruction of the spatial development of hadronic showers. A comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulations is presented, concerning both the longitudinal and lateral development of hadronic showers and the global response of the calorimeter. The performance of several GEANT4 physics lists with respect to these observables is evaluated.
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1 Introduction

The next generation of lepton colliders, such as the International Linear Collider (ILC) [1], will require unprecedented detector performances in order to fully exploit the physics potential. A clean separation between the hadronic decays of the W and Z bosons sets the goal for the jet energy resolution. Ideally, the di-jet mass resolution should be comparable to the decay widths of the weak vector bosons. This requires a jet energy resolution $\sigma_E/E_j$ of the order of 3-4% at the Z peak, which translates approximately into $\sigma_E/E_j \sim 30%/\sqrt{E_j}/\text{GeV}$. Within the ILC community, Particle Flow calorimetry has been identified as the most promising way to achieve this level of precision [2–4], as successfully tested on Monte Carlo simulations. For instance, the Pandora Particle Flow algorithm, which has been developed in the context of the detector optimization studies for the ILC, has demonstrated the feasibility of jet energy resolutions of $\sigma_E/E_j \lesssim 3.8\%$ for 40 – 400 GeV jets [4].
The key factor in Particle Flow calorimetry is the single particle separability within a jet, which requires a high granularity of the calorimeters. The CALICE collaboration is performing studies of several designs of highly granular calorimeters, with sensitive layers finely segmented into cells, which are individually read out. The stability over a large number of channels of new readout technologies has been demonstrated and reliable procedures of cell equalization and calibration have been established. Furthermore, the high spatial resolution allowed by the fine granularity provides valuable input to the validation of the shower models used for Monte Carlo simulations. Such studies are of broader interest, which goes beyond the support of simulation studies of Particle Flow algorithms. Uncertainties in the shower modeling still contribute significantly to energy scale uncertainties in high energy physics experiments, for instance at the Large Hadron Collider detectors [5].

Since 2006 several beam tests of the CALICE prototypes have been conducted at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) and at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL). This paper focuses on data collected at CERN in 2007, when the experimental set-up consisted of a silicon-tungsten electromagnetic sampling calorimeter (SiW-ECAL) [6], a scintillator-steel hadron sampling calorimeter with analog readout (AHCAL) [7] and a scintillator-steel tail catcher and muon tracker (TCMT) [8].

The analyzed data were collected when the prototypes were exposed to pion beams in the energy range from 8 GeV to 100 GeV, provided by the CERN SPS H6 beam line. The overall response of the calorimeter and the lateral and longitudinal profiles of hadronic showers are compared to the predictions made by several Monte Carlo simulations, which make use of different GEANT4 physics lists (section 4).

The study is completed by an update on the validation of the calibration of the AHCAL performed with electromagnetic showers, already described in a previous publication [9]. This study uses data collected both at FNAL and CERN, exposing the prototypes to electron and positron beams in the energy range from 1 GeV to 50 GeV.

2 Experimental setup

During the beam tests at CERN the detectors were exposed to muon, positron and pion beams. The SiW-ECAL and the AHCAL were mounted on a movable stage, providing the possibility to translate and rotate the calorimeters with respect to the beam. However, the studies discussed in the following only make use of data collected with the beam incident in the center of the calorimeters, along their center line.

A schematic overview of the experimental setup is shown in figure 1. Three sets of wire chambers were operated upstream of the detectors in order to measure the beam coordinates. The coincidence signal of two upstream $10 \times 10$ cm$^2$ scintillator counters (Sc1 and Sc2 in figure 1) triggered the readout of the detector (beam trigger). One scintillator (V1 in figure 1) with an area of $20 \times 20$ cm$^2$ and analog readout tagged multi-particle events (multiplicity counter). A $100 \times 100$ cm$^2$ scintillator with a $20 \times 20$ cm$^2$ hole in the center (V2 in figure 1) rejected beam halo events (veto trigger). Muons were identified by a downstream $100 \times 100$ cm$^2$ scintillator (Mc in figure 1). A Cherenkov counter was also operated in threshold mode to discriminate between electrons and negative pions or between positive pions and protons.
2.1 The SiW-ECAL

The SiW-ECAL is divided into three stacks, each composed of 10 modules of alternating tungsten and silicon layers. Each stack has tungsten layers with different thicknesses: 1.4 mm (0.4 radiation lengths $X_0$) per layer in the first stack, 2.8 mm or 0.8 $X_0$ in the second and 4.2 mm or 1.2 $X_0$ in the third one. The silicon layers are segmented into PIN diodes of $1 \times 1 \text{cm}^2$, for a total number of about 9700 read-out cells.

The overall thickness of the prototype is about 20 cm, corresponding to 24.6 $X_0$ or 0.9 nuclear interaction lengths $\lambda_I$. The lateral size of the SiW-ECAL is $18 \times 18 \text{cm}^2$.

2.2 The AHCAL

The AHCAL is a sampling structure of 38 modules, each consisting of a $\sim 2 \text{cm}$ thick steel absorber plate and a sensitive layer instrumented with 0.5 cm thick scintillator tiles. The total depth of the prototype is 1.2 m, translating into about 5.3 $\lambda_I$, while the lateral dimensions are approximately $1 \times 1 \text{m}^2$. Each sensitive layer is composed of scintillator tiles of different sizes (figure 2, left). The $30 \times 30 \text{cm}^2$ core has a granularity of $3 \times 3 \text{cm}^2$, while the outer region is equipped with tiles of increasing sizes ($6 \times 6 \text{cm}^2$ and $12 \times 12 \text{cm}^2$). In the last 8 layers the highly granular core is replaced by $6 \times 6 \text{cm}^2$ tiles. The scintillation light from each tile is read out individually by a Silicon PhotoMultiplier (SiPM) [10, 11], coupled to the scintillator via a WaveLength Shifting fiber (WLS). The SiPMs employed in the AHCAL have a photosensitive surface of $1.1 \text{mm}^2$, which is divided into 1156 pixels. These pixels are individually equipped with a quenching resistor and mounted on a common substrate, in such a way that the charge signal is proportional to the number of pixels fired.

The readout system of the SiPMs is operated in two different modes, called *calibration* and *physics* modes. For calibration purposes single photons need to be resolved in the SiPM spectrum, since the distance between two consecutive peaks in the spectrum determines the gain of the SiPM. Therefore, a short shaping time of the signal (40 ns) and a high amplification are needed. In contrast, during physics runs large signals are produced and the amplification needs to be reduced by approximately a factor 10 to minimize saturation effects. Furthermore, a longer shaping time of about 180 ns is used to provide sufficient latency for the beam trigger decision.

The response of the SiPMs is measured both in physics and calibration modes, in order to determine the gain and saturation level of the SiPMs and the electronics intercalibration between the two operation modes. The response is monitored using LEDs with tunable intensities.

---

*Figure 1.* Schematic layout (not to scale) of the CALICE experimental setup at CERN, with calorimeters and beam instrumentation. Sc1 and Sc2 are the scintillators for the beam trigger, V1 is the multiplicity counter, V2 is the veto trigger and Mc is the scintillator for the muon trigger.
Temperature sensors placed inside the detector in correspondence to each module monitor temperature changes with an accuracy better than 0.6 °C.

2.3 The TCMT

The TCMT is positioned downstream with respect to the AHCAL in order to absorb the tails of the showers leaking out of the AHCAL. The TCMT has a lateral size of $109 \times 109 \text{cm}^2$ and is 142 cm in depth, corresponding to $5.8 \lambda_I$. It consists of two sections, a fine one and a coarse one. Each section has 8 sensitive layers, alternating with steel absorbers. The absorber plates are 2 cm thick in the fine section and 10 cm thick in the coarse section. The sensitive layers are 0.5 cm thick and are segmented into 5 cm wide and 1 m long scintillator strips, with alternating horizontal and vertical orientation in adjacent layers. The scintillation light is collected by WLS fibers and detected by SiPMs, as for the AHCAL prototype.

3 Calibration

As typical of semiconductor devices, SiPMs are sensitive to temperature and bias voltage changes that affect most of their performance parameters [7]. Moreover, SiPMs show saturation effects, due to the finite number of pixels and the finite pixel recovery time. One of the main technical aims of the AHCAL prototype is to show that these effects can be handled over a large number of channels.

The calibration chain is described in [9]. It proceeds through the following steps:

- inter-cell equalization of the response;
- calibration of the SiPM signal and correction for the non-linear response;
- conversion of the calibrated signal to the GeV scale.
The equalization of the response of the 7608 AHCAL cells is performed using the reference signal from muons [12]. Muons represent the best approximation of the behavior of a Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP). The signal measured in a cell expressed in ADC counts can be converted to MIPs, using as unit the Most Probable Value (MPV) of the response to the muon beam.

In order to calibrate the SiPM signals, the gain is measured periodically during data taking using the LED system. A correction is also applied to account for the non-linear response of the SiPMs, based on the specific response curve of each SiPM, measured during dedicated laboratory tests. Since the SiPM properties depend on the temperature and the voltage, a given set of calibration constants is only valid for measurements at the same operation conditions and needs to be extrapolated to the operating conditions to account for possible changes, such as temperature fluctuations [13].

Finally, the conversion of the signal to the GeV scale is derived from the response of the detector to electromagnetic showers (section 6).

4 Monte Carlo simulations

The Monte Carlo simulations for the CALICE prototypes are carried out in the framework of GEANT4 [14]. The version 9.4 patch 3 of GEANT4 is used as default in the following, apart from explicit comparisons with previous versions. The geometries of the calorimeters are simulated within GEANT4 using Mokka [15, 16]. The detectors upstream of the calorimeters are simulated as well. The origin of the simulated particles is located upstream of the full system, such that any interactions with the Cherenkov counter, the scintillator-triggers, the tracking chambers and the air volumes in between are taken into account. Sensitive and passive materials, gaps and support structures are also considered in detail. The simulated AHCAL active layers have a uniform granularity of $1 \times 1 \text{cm}^2$ cell size. The realistic geometry of the AHCAL is obtained during the digitization procedure, as described below.

4.1 Digitization

The simulated events are processed further in the so-called digitization step, which models the response of the detector and its electronics. This allows the same treatment for data and Monte Carlo in the subsequent analysis steps, such as calibration and reconstruction. This procedure takes into account several factors:

- the detector granularity. The signal amplitude of the $1 \times 1 \text{cm}^2$ virtual cells simulated is summed up to obtain the real geometry with $3 \times 3$, $6 \times 6$ and $12 \times 12 \text{cm}^2$ cells.

- the light sharing between neighboring tiles (known also as cross-talk). A 2.5% light sharing from each tile edge is used in simulations [9].

- non-linearity effects of the SiPMs, based on their specific saturation curves.

- Poissonian fluctuations of the photo-electron statistics.

- the noise contribution. The noise is overlaid on the simulation, using real noise measured in dedicated triggers without beam.
Shielding effects in the scintillator material saturate the scintillation process at high ionization densities. This causes a non-linearity of the light yield, which has been simulated in Monte Carlo according to the Birks Law [17].

The read-out electronics have a defined time window. Late energy depositions, for instance from neutrons, might escape this time window. In order to reproduce this effect, a time cut of 150 ns is applied in simulations.

The effects of gaps between the calorimeter tiles, as well as the non-uniform response of the tiles have been studied in Monte Carlo events in [18], showing that these type of effects do not have a significant influence on the measurement of hadron showers.

4.2 Physics lists

The interactions of hadrons with matter cannot be modeled from first principles alone; several phenomenological models, working with different approximations, exist. An overview of the different models is given in [19]. The main features are summarized here:

- **String Parton Models.** These models are employed to simulate the interaction of medium or high energy hadrons with nuclei. As a first stage the interaction of the particles with at least one nucleon of the nucleus is modeled using a string excitation model. Two different approaches are available in GEANT4: the Fritiof (FTF) and the Quark Gluon String (QGS) model. In the FTF approach the diffractive scattering of the primary particle with the nucleons is realized only via momentum exchange. In the QGS model the hadron-nucleon interaction is mediated via pomerons. The products of an interaction between the primary particle and the nucleus are one or several excited strings and a nucleus in an excited state. The fragmentation of the excited strings into hadrons is handled by a longitudinal string fragmentation model, with differences between FTF and QGS. The interaction of secondaries with the excited nucleus is handled by a shower model or by a precompound model (see below). In the latter case the string parton models get the suffix “P” (FTFP and QGSP). The de-excitation of the excited nucleus is further simulated by nuclear fragmentation, precompound and nuclear de-excitation models.

- **Parameterized Models.** Low Energy Parametrized (LEP) and High Energy Parametrized (HEP) models are based on fits to experimental data, with little theoretical guidance. They do not conserve energy, momentum, charge or other quantum numbers on an event-by-event basis, but instead seek to conserve these quantities on average. The approach of GEANT4 is to limit the use of these models and replace them by more sophisticated ones where possible.

- **Cascade Models.** The Bertini cascade BERT and the binary cascade BIC models are employed at medium and low energies, where the quark-substructure of individual nuclei can be neglected. The BERT model describes a nucleus as a sphere with constant nucleon density. Incident hadrons collide with protons and neutrons in the target nucleus and produce secondaries which in turn collide with other nucleons generating a so-called intra-nuclear cascade. At the end of the cascade the excited nucleus is represented as a sum of particle-hole states which is then decayed by pre-equilibrium, nucleus explosion, fission and evaporation models. The BIC model considers the nucleus as a sum of discrete nucleons, at defined positions.
and with defined momenta. The propagation through the nucleus of the incident hadron and
the secondaries produced are modeled by a cascading series of two-particle collisions. Sec-
ondaries are created during the decay of resonances formed during the collisions. The decay
of the excited nucleus is handled by the precompound model.

- **Precompound Model.** The precompound model generates the final state for hadron inelastic
  scattering. It describes the emission of protons, neutrons, and light ions before the equilib-
  rium of a nuclear system is reached. The final products are passed to de-excitation models.

- **CHIPS Model.** The Chiral Invariant Phase Space (CHIPS) model is a nuclear fragmentation
  model acting at the quark level. The model is based on the concept of a quasmon, which is an
  excited intermediate state of massless quarks that are asymptotically free, formed from the
  quarks of the projectile hadron and of the target nucleon. The quasmons decay via internal
  quark fusion or by double quark exchange with neighboring quasmons. This model is still at
  an experimental phase and several parameters are still being optimized.

Several “physics lists” are available in GEANT4, which combine different models in different
energy ranges, with a random choice of which model is used for overlapping energy regions. A
summary of the physics lists considered in this paper and of their composition at different energies
is given in figure 3.

5 Event selection

This paper presents electron (or positron\(^1\)) and negative pion data collected with the experimental
set-up described in section 2. While performing measurements with an electron beam, the SiW-
ECAL is moved out of the beam line. Though the beam is highly enriched with the nominal
particle, some contamination is present and the recorded event samples need to be purified for
analysis. The selection applied is summarized in the following and has been tested on Monte Carlo
simulations, comparing the selection efficiencies for simulated muons, electrons and pions. Some
of the selection criteria use information from the AHCAL itself. Applying the same requirements

\(^1\)In the following, by “electron beam” we refer to either an electron or positron beam, since no distinction between
the two beam particles is relevant for the performed studies.
to simulated events confirms that no bias is introduced in the energy distributions. More details on
the event selection are given in [20].

Beam events are selected requiring the beam trigger. Events where particles generate a beam
trigger signal but fail to reach the calorimeters are rejected by requiring a minimum energy depo-
sition of 4 MIPs in the $3 \times 3 \text{cm}^2$ cells of the first five layers of the AHCAL. Signals of less than
0.5 MIPs in single cells are rejected in all calorimeters to reduce the noise contribution. This re-
quirement has been tested on events collected without incoming beam, since they have a topology
similar to that given by spurious trigger events (i.e. only noise). About 96% of the beam-off events
are rejected. Some events contain additional particles in the beam halo or particles that initiate a
shower before reaching the AHCAL. These events are excluded by requiring no signal from the
veto trigger and less than 15 hits in the $6 \times 6 \text{cm}^2$ cells of the first five layers of the AHCAL. In
order to exclude events with more than one particle depositing energy in the AHCAL at the same
time, only events with a multiplicity counter amplitude of less than 1.4 MIPs are kept. This selec-
tion yields a multi-particle contamination of less than 0.1%, which has been evaluated using the
estimated distribution of the signal from double particle events in the multiplicity counter. Such
a distribution has been simulated from the known distribution of noise, measured during triggers
without beam, and the signal from single particle events. The signal from single particles has
been obtained fitting the distribution of the measured amplitude in the multiplicity counter in a low
amplitude region, where no significant contribution from double particle events is expected.

In order to improve the purity of the electron data, a signal is required in the Cherenkov
detector. In addition, the center of gravity of the energy deposits in the beam direction is required
to be in the front part of the AHCAL (less than 360 mm beyond the front face of the AHCAL). At
least one cluster of neighboring hits with a total energy of 18 MIPs or higher has to be found in the
AHCAL and an energy of less than 5 MIPs has to be deposited in the last 10 layers of the AHCAL.

For minimizing the electron contamination in pion data, events with a signal in the Cherenkov
detector are rejected. The contamination from muons is suppressed by requiring the identification
in the AHCAL of the position where the pion shower is initiated by the first hard interaction, since
muons generally do not produce showers. The position of the first hard interaction is identified
using a cluster-based algorithm, based on the three-dimensional distribution of hits [21]. Seed hits
with visible energies of more than 1.65 MIPs are sorted by their $z$-positions in ascending order.
Starting with the first seed hit according to this ordering, each seed hit and all neighboring hits
are assigned to a cluster. As long as one or more of the cells added to a cluster meet the seed hit
requirement, the clustering continues and all hits adjacent to these cells are assigned to the same
cluster. The cluster closest to the point the pion enters the calorimeter consisting of at least 4
hits and having a minimum energy of 16 MIPs is identified as the beginning of the shower. The
end of the cluster axis pointing in the direction of the incoming hadron is used as location of the
first inelastic scattering. According to Monte Carlo simulations this procedure allows rejection
of muons with an efficiency of more than 80%. Since muons can produce shower-like clusters
along the track due to Bremsstrahlung, the muon contamination is further reduced by requiring
additionally more than 60 hits in the AHCAL, yielding a muon rejection efficiency of more than
95%.

In order to minimize the systematic uncertainties arising from combining the information from
different detectors, pion events for which the shower starting point is found in the SiW-ECAL are
rejected. The algorithm used to identify the beginning of the hadronic shower in the SiW-ECAL is described in [22]. The beginning of the shower is found by imposing thresholds on the energy measured in the different layers and on the number of hits deposited. This requirement further minimizes the contamination from electrons, which start to shower in the SiW-ECAL.

6 Calibration validation

Although the AHCAL is designed to measure hadrons, during beam tests it has also been exposed to electron beams. The study of the electromagnetic response serves to prove the understanding of the detector and to validate the calibration procedure, since electromagnetic showers can be precisely modeled. Additionally, the AHCAL is a non-compensating calorimeter and the energy response to hadrons may be non-linear. In contrast, apart from saturation effects, the response to electromagnetic showers is linear and allows for the determination of the conversion of the calibrated signal to the energy scale in units of GeV (referred to as electromagnetic energy scale).

The study of the electromagnetic response of the AHCAL is described in detail in [9]. Electron data of energies between 10 GeV and 50 GeV are compared to Monte Carlo simulations and the systematic uncertainties associated to the different steps of the calibration procedure are estimated. Overall, the studies in [9] validate the simulation of electromagnetic showers at a level sufficient for the present analysis of the hadronic response. A residual disagreement of the order of 2 mm is found between data and simulation, when comparing the radial development.

In order to confirm that the results in [9] are up-to-date with the most recent calibration and reconstruction software tools and to extend them over a broader energy range, the measurement of the energy response to electromagnetic showers is repeated here. This new study focuses on the determination of the electromagnetic energy scale, since it is applied in the following to pion data. The validation of the simulation of electromagnetic showers for the observables discussed in [9] is not repeated. The data set has been extended with respect to [9] to lower energies down to 1 GeV, using data collected at FNAL exposing the AHCAL to electron beams, with an experimental set-up similar to the one employed at CERN (section 2).

The expected linear response to electrons is described by the following equation:

\[
\langle E_{\text{rec}}^e \rangle = p_{\text{beam}} \cdot u + v,
\]

(6.1)

where \( \langle E_{\text{rec}}^e \rangle \) is the mean calibrated response to electrons expressed in MIPs, \( p_{\text{beam}} \) is the beam momentum, and the parameters \( u \) and \( v \) are obtained from a linear fit to the dependence of \( \langle E_{\text{rec}}^e \rangle \) on \( p_{\text{beam}} \). The factor \( u \) represents the calibration to the GeV scale of the electromagnetic response. The offset \( v \) accounts for the combined effect of the 0.5 MIPs threshold applied to all events (section 5) and of the residual noise above the threshold. The residuals to the fit are shown in figure 4 (left). The linearity is better than about 2% at all energies. The errors taken into account in the fit and shown in the figure are both the statistical and the systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty includes a calibration scale uncertainty of 1.6% and the SiPMs saturation uncertainty, which ranges between 0.5% at 1 GeV and 3% at 50 GeV.

The same procedure is applied to Monte Carlo, yielding the results summarized in table 1, which are compatible with the results obtained previously in [9]. The factor \( u \) agrees with the
Table 1. Measured parameters of the linear fit to the electromagnetic response, as defined in eq. (6.1), for data and Monte Carlo. The errors reported are the fit uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$u$ [MIP/GeV]</th>
<th>$v$ [MIP]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>42.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>-1.1 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>42.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-6.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Left: residuals from linearity for electromagnetic data collected at FNAL (circles) and CERN (squares). Right: difference between the simulated and the measured electromagnetic response. The error bars take into account both the statistical and the systematic uncertainties, as described in the text.

results obtained for data within the fit uncertainties, while the offset $v$ disagrees by about 5 standard deviations (5 MIPs or $\sim$100 MeV). This remaining discrepancy is attributed to an imperfect implementation of noise, light-sharing and threshold effects. An imperfect modeling of the beam line and of the energy lost in the upstream material could also contribute. Since in electromagnetic showers the signal cells below threshold concentrate on the edges, an inaccurate simulation of the lateral extension of electromagnetic showers, as observed in [9], could also contribute to this effect.

The difference between the simulated response and the measured response is shown in figure 4 (right). The discrepancy in $v$ is visible at low energies, while at high energies the Monte Carlo slightly underestimates the SiPMs saturation.

The electromagnetic analysis allows the conclusion that the detector calibration and simulation are sufficiently understood, in order to carry on studies based on hadronic data. The calibration to the GeV scale obtained for electromagnetic data is applied in the following to pion data and to the digitized Monte Carlo.

6.1 Systematic uncertainties

The results shown in the following focus on the response of the calorimeter to hadrons. The systematic uncertainty on the calibration scale of 1.6%, quoted above for the electromagnetic study, affects the hadronic analysis in the same way. This uncertainty is relevant for the study of the
hadronic energy response discussed in section 7. The saturation uncertainty, which ranges between 0.5% at 1 GeV and 3% at 50 GeV for electromagnetic showers, is expected to have a reduced impact on hadronic showers, due to the lower energy density. This is discussed in [9], where it is shown that electromagnetic showers have more hits with high energy deposition that pion showers, even when the beam energy is only half that of the pion. Therefore, this source of uncertainty is neglected during the measurement of the hadronic energy response.

The measurement of the pion interaction length is dominated by the fit uncertainty, as discussed in section 8.

The individual response of each layer is relevant for the longitudinal shower profiles discussed in section 9. For this study a dedicated evaluation of the systematics has been performed, as described in section 9. A similar procedure has been performed for radial profiles (section 10), yielding negligible uncertainties.

Systematic uncertainties are assumed to affect in a negligible way the observables concerning average global quantities of the calorimeter, such as the center of gravity and the standard deviation of longitudinal profiles (section 9), the mean energy-weighted shower radius and the standard deviation of radial energy distributions (section 10). As a cross-check, the uncertainties obtained for longitudinal profiles have been propagated to the measurement of the longitudinal center of gravity of showers, obtaining uncertainties lower than 1%, and to the standard deviation of the longitudinal profiles, yielding uncertainties lower than 0.5%. Such a level of accuracy does not affect comparisons between data and Monte Carlo, which involve larger effects.

7 Energy response

The calibrated response to pion showers in units of MIPs is converted to the GeV scale according to the following equation:

\[
E_{\text{rec}}[\text{GeV}] = (E_{\text{ECAL1}} + E_{\text{ECAL2}} \cdot 2 + E_{\text{ECAL3}} \cdot 3) \cdot 0.002953 + (E_{\text{AHCAL}} - v)/u,
\]  

(7.1)

where \(E_{\text{ECAL1}}\) is the energy in MIPs measured in the first section of the SiW-ECAL. \(E_{\text{ECAL2}}, E_{\text{ECAL3}}\) are defined analogously. \(E_{\text{AHCAL}}\) is the energy in MIPs measured in the AHCAL. The factors 2 and 3 account for the different sampling structure in the three sections of the SiW-ECAL, with different absorber thicknesses. The factor 0.002953 is obtained from simulations. It has been evaluated using simulated muons, since the selection criteria require pions to start showering in the AHCAL and so to traverse the SiW-ECAL losing energy only by ionization, similarly to muons. The parameters \(u\) and \(v\) have been defined in section 6 and refer to the electromagnetic energy scale. Additional corrections to account for the different response to electromagnetic and hadronic showers need to be applied, if one is interested in the absolute scale of the hadronic response. This topic is discussed in [23] and is not relevant for this paper, which only concerns comparisons between the measured and the simulated response to pions.

In addition to the requirements discussed in section 5, only events for which the hadronic shower starts in the first five AHCAL layers are considered for the studies presented in this section. This requirement minimizes the leakage of the showers out of the AHCAL and reduces the energy
collected by the TCMT. This additional selection can be applied since this paper focuses on the validation of Monte Carlo models, rather than on the estimate of the energy resolution. Studies of leakage for non-contained showers have been performed in [8, 24].

The total energy distribution for pion runs at different energies is shown in figure 5 (top). Figure 5 (lower left) presents the response to 10 GeV pions for data and for digitized Monte Carlo simulations based on the FTFP_BERT physics list. The shape of the response as well as the position of the peak are rather well simulated by the Monte Carlo. At higher energies, as exemplified by an 80 GeV run in figure 5 (lower right), the agreement gets worse. This is due to a worse simulation of the energy response and to an imperfect description of the shower length by the Monte Carlo, which results in a different impact of leakage in data and Monte Carlo. The longitudinal development of showers is described in section 9.

In order to quantify the agreement between data and Monte Carlo models, their mean response as function of beam momentum is compared in figure 6. The average energy response $\langle E_{\text{rec}} \rangle$ for the different beam energies is given by the arithmetic mean of the energy distributions, after subtraction of the average contribution of the noise above the 0.5 MIPs threshold. The QGSP_BERT, the QGSP_FTFP_BERT and the QBBC physics lists agree within 4% with data at 8 GeV, where the

---

**Figure 5.** Top: total energy distribution for selected pion events at different energies. Bottom, left (right): response to 10 GeV (80 GeV) pions for data (points) and for digitized Monte Carlo simulations using the FTFP_BERT physics list.
Bertini model is employed. At higher energies the disagreement with data increases, by about 7-10% at 100 GeV. The difference between QGSP_FTFP_BERT and QBBC at low energies, where they apply the same model, is attributed to the different treatment of the inelastic scattering of secondary protons and neutrons at very low energies, which is described using the Bertini model in QGSP_FTFP_BERT, while QBBC uses the BIC model. The Fritiof-based physics lists underestimate the response compared to the data at 8 GeV by up to 2-3%, while they agree with data in the range 10-30 GeV. At higher energies, between 40 GeV and 100 GeV, they overestimate data, though the deviations are below 6%. The performance of the FTFP_BERT physics list for previous versions of GEANT4 is shown in figure 6 (top, right). The performance has significantly improved from the version 9.2 to the version 9.3. In the most recent version the response has slightly increased with respect to the version 9.3, worsening the agreement with data at high energies. CHIPS overestimates data at all energies, by up to 10% at 80 GeV. At low energies, below 20 GeV the description of the energy response improves and the disagreement reduces to 2%. The LHEP physics list, based on parameterized models, largely underestimates the response by up to 8-10% at 8-10 GeV. At high energies above 40 GeV the disagreement between data and Monte Carlo reduces to about 3%.

8 Pion interaction length

As long as a pion traversing a material does not interact strongly with a nucleus, it loses energy mainly by ionization. The probability $P_I$ of having an inelastic hadron-nucleus interaction before a distance $x$ is given by:

$$P_I = 1 - e^{-x/\lambda_\pi},$$

where $\lambda_\pi$ is the pion interaction length.

The position of the first hard interaction of the primary beam particle is approximated by the reconstructed layer where the shower starts. The measured distribution of the shower starting point follows the exponential behavior expected from eq. (8.1), as shown in figure 7 (left) for 45 GeV pion showers.

From this distribution it is possible to derive the effective interaction length of a pion $\lambda_\pi$ in the AHCAL. The interaction length is obtained fitting an exponential to the distribution. The first layers are excluded from the fit, since the uncertainty of the algorithm used to determine the layer of the first hard interaction is larger there, due to the contamination from showers that start to develop in the last layers of the SiW-ECAL. The last layers are also not considered when performing the fit, since the fluctuations are higher due to the lower statistics and the algorithm used to identify the shower starting point has not been optimized for the coarser granularity of the last layers of the AHCAL. Hence, the fit is performed in the range from 120 mm to 800 mm of the longitudinal $z$ coordinate.

The extracted values of the interaction length for data and Monte Carlo are shown in figure 8. No energy dependence of the interaction length is observed in data. The measurements yield an average of $\lambda_\pi = (26.8 \pm 0.46)$ cm. The error includes the statistical error, determined from the standard deviation of the measurements performed at different energies, and the systematic error. The only source of systematics taken into account is the fit uncertainty due to choice of the fit range. Such an uncertainty has been determined by comparing the fit results for two different $z$
Figure 6. Summary of the energy response to pions. Top, left: for data and for the FTFP_BERT physics list. Top, right: ratio between Monte Carlo and data using the FTFP_BERT physics list with different versions of GEANT4. Bottom: ratio between Monte Carlo and data for several physics list. The gray band in the ratios represents the uncertainty on data (statistical plus a systematic calibration uncertainty of 1.6%).

ranges, namely [120, 800] mm and [90, 900] mm. The $\lambda_\pi$ value obtained is in good agreement with the expectations from the material composition of the detector, which yield a $\lambda_\pi$ of approximately 28 cm (from [7]: $4.28 \lambda_\pi$ for an AHCAL thickness of 120.26 cm, which yield a $\lambda_\pi$ of 28.1 cm). This serves as a cross-check of the detector modeling used for Monte Carlo simulations, which assumes the material composition of the detector described in [7], and of the algorithm developed for the identification of the shower starting point, used in the event selection.

All Monte Carlo models except CHIPS and LHEP use the same cross-sections for hadron-nucleus interactions, which is reflected in a general agreement between the models themselves within fit uncertainties. The QGSP_FTFP_BERT and the Fritiof-based physics lists agree with data at approximately the 4% level at all energies, while QBBC agrees with data within 6%. The QGSP_BERT
physics list is consistent with data within 4% for energies greater than 10 GeV, while at 10 GeV and 8 GeV the disagreement with data increases by up to ~9%. CHIPS shows a behavior similar to the other models, with a good agreement with data, better than 4% at all energies. Only LHEP has an energy-dependent trend and systematically underestimates data by up to 14% at 100 GeV.

9 Longitudinal development

Thanks to the fine longitudinal segmentation of the AHCAL into 38 layers, the longitudinal profile of hadronic showers can be investigated with an excellent accuracy. In particular, the fluctuations in the shower starting point, which are large since they are due to the statistical behavior of one single particle, can be separated from the intrinsic longitudinal shower development. This is shown in figure 7 (right), where the shower profile relative to the calorimeter front face and the shower profile relative to the measured shower starting point are compared. The latter is shorter, since only the effective length of the hadronic shower is taken into account, excluding the path of the primary beam particle before the first hard interaction. In addition, the layer-to-layer fluctuations due to calibration uncertainties are smeared out into a smoother distribution, as different showers extend over different regions of the calorimeter. In the following, the results are therefore discussed for profiles relative to the measured shower starting point, shown in figure 9. However, the trend of the agreement with data of the physics lists considered is independent from the definition of the profiles. The unit chosen to express the longitudinal development of showers is the nuclear interaction length $\lambda_I$. For the AHCAL it has been estimated to correspond to 231.1 mm.

Figure 9 shows the longitudinal shower profiles for pions of 8 GeV, 18 GeV and 80 GeV, in data and Monte Carlo. The shown distributions are average distributions over all selected events. The
Figure 8. Summary of the measurement of the interaction length of pions in the AHCAL. Top, left: for data and for the FTFP_BERT physics list. Top, right: ratio between Monte Carlo and data using the FTFP_BERT physics list with different versions of GEANT4. Bottom: ratio between Monte Carlo and data for several physics lists. The gray band in the ratios represents the uncertainty on data (statistical plus systematic fit uncertainty). The error bands take into account both the statistical uncertainty and the systematic uncertainty due to the choice of the fit range.

profiles are normalized to unity. The normalization allows the decoupling of the pure description of the spatial development of showers from the energy response already discussed above. The three energy points have been chosen in order to partially disentangle the different contributions from low, medium and high energy models (figure 3). The energy contribution from electrons, positrons, pions and protons produced during the showers can be determined for the simulated events and is also shown in the graphs. The technique used for this decomposition is described in [25]. This additional information helps to understand which physics processes contribute most in which phase of the shower development. In the first layers electrons and positrons contribute
Figure 9. Mean longitudinal shower profiles from shower starting point for 8 GeV (left column), 18 GeV (center column) and 80 GeV (right column) pions. First row: for data (circles) and for the FTFP_BERT physics list (histogram). Second to fourth rows: ratio between Monte Carlo and data for several physics lists. All profiles are normalized to unity. The grey area indicates the systematic uncertainty on data. \( \langle E_{\text{rec}} \rangle / \Delta \lambda_I \) is the average deposited energy in a \( \Delta \lambda_I \) thick transverse section of the calorimeter. \( z \) is the longitudinal coordinate, expressed in units of \( \lambda_I \).
about equally to hadrons to the energy deposition. In the region around the shower maximum
the deposition of electromagnetic energy dominates while in the tails the energy depositions by
hadrons and electrons are again about equal.

The uncertainty on the measurement of the profiles has been evaluated creating 6 profiles,
for showers starting in 6 different layers of the AHCAL, namely the first 6 layers. Due to the
exponential distribution of the measured layer of the first hard interaction (figure 7), the 6 profiles
considered dominate the final measurement of the longitudinal shower profiles, which has been
performed without any selection on the shower starting point. The first (second, . . .) bin of the
profiles for showers starting in the first layer of the AHCAL, corresponds to the first (second,
. . .) layer of the AHCAL. The first (second, . . .) bin of the profiles for showers starting in the
second layer of the AHCAL, corresponds to the second (third, . . .) layer of the AHCAL. An
analogous correspondence between the bins of the profiles and the AHCAL layers is true for the
remaining profiles measured for showers starting in layers 3-6 of the AHCAL. The variance \( \text{var}_j \)
of the energy deposited in the bin \( j \) of the profiles has been evaluated as the variance between the
6 measurements. Some bins in the tails are not covered by all the 6 measurements. For instance,
showers starting in the second layer of the AHCAL extend over at most 37 AHCAL layers and give
no contribution to the bin 38 of the shower profiles.

The development of showers does not depend on the measured layer of the first interaction
and with an ideal calorimeter the 6 considered profiles would not differ. The measured variance is
an inclusive measurement of the uncertainties associated to the energy measurement, such as bad
calibrations and saturation effects. Thanks to the high statistics of several \( 10^4 \) events used to create
the profiles, the variance is dominated by systematic uncertainties, while statistical fluctuations are
expected to be negligible.

For the final measurement of the longitudinal shower profiles no selection on the measured
layer of the first hard interaction has been applied and \( n_j \) different profiles are averaged to calculate
the average energy deposition in the \( j \)-th layer, namely 37 for the first layer, 36 for the second, and
so on for the remaining layers. The final uncertainty to be associated to the energy measurement in
the layer \( j \) is given by:

\[
\sigma_{E_j} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{var}_j}{n_j}}.
\]  

(9.1)

This uncertainty is shown with a grey area in figure 9.

The position of the shower maximum is in general quite well reproduced by Monte Carlo
models. In the first part of the showers QGSP_BERT, QGSP_FTFP_BERT and QBBC agree with data
at the 5-10% level at 8 GeV and 18 GeV. The same is true for the Fritiof-based physics lists
and for CHIPS. Larger deviations are present in the tails of the showers, but they remain within
systematic uncertainties. At 80 GeV the energy deposition in the shower maximum is generally
underestimated by Monte Carlo simulations, with discrepancies up to 20%. At 80 GeV CHIPS
shows a moderate tendency to prefer compact showers, overestimating the energy deposition in the
first part of the shower and underestimating the tail. A similar trend is exhibited by LHEP at 8 GeV
and 18 GeV, though with a more pronounced disagreement with data, up to 50% at 8 GeV.

The energy dependence of the center of gravity and of the standard deviation of the longitudi-
dinal shower profiles are shown in figure 10 and figure 11, respectively. The center of gravity is
defined as the energy weighted mean of the hit longitudinal coordinate along the shower axis:

\[ \langle z \rangle = \frac{\sum_i E_i \cdot z_i}{\sum_i E_i}, \]  

(9.2)

while the standard deviation is defined as:

\[ \sqrt{\langle z^2 \rangle - \langle z \rangle^2} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_i E_i \cdot (z_i - \langle z \rangle)^2}{\sum_i E_i}}, \]  

(9.3)

where \( z_i \) is the longitudinal coordinate of the cell \( i \) and \( E_i \) is the energy measured in that cell.

The center of gravity is located between 0.8 and 1.6 interaction lengths and exhibits the expected logarithmic increase with energy. The standard deviation only mildly increases with energy from about 0.825 to about 0.925 \( \lambda_I \).

All physics lists except LHEP show a similar energy-dependent behavior in the description of the center of gravity \( \langle z \rangle \) of showers. The ratio Monte Carlo over data decreases with energy. Overall the best behavior is shown by the physics lists based on the Fritiof model, which agree with data at about the 4% level. The LHEP parameterized models show also for this observable the worst agreement with data. The disagreement is up to 15% at 8 GeV. A similar message is given by the standard deviation \( \sqrt{\langle z^2 \rangle - \langle z \rangle^2} \).

The changes in FTFP-BERT with different GEANT4 versions are significant for both longitudinal observables and the agreement with data changes by a few percent for different versions. The ratio Monte Carlo over data for the center of gravity \( \langle z \rangle \) gets generally worse when comparing versions 9.3 and 9.4, apart from the intermediate energy points between 30 GeV and 50 GeV, where the agreement is comparable. Both versions of the physics list show an improvement with respect to the older version 9.2. The agreement with data for the standard deviation \( \sqrt{\langle z^2 \rangle - \langle z \rangle^2} \) improves in the version 9.3 of GEANT4, with respect to the older version. The most recent version has a worse performance than the version 9.3 at energies greater than 20 GeV, but is still significantly better than version 9.2.

10 Radial development

An accurate modeling of the transverse shower profile is particularly important for a successful development of particle flow algorithms, since it affects the degree of overlap between showers and therefore the efficiency in disentangling single particles within jets. Using the AHCAL, it is possible to reconstruct the radial development of showers with high precision, thanks to the fine lateral segmentation of the sensitive layers.

For each cell of the AHCAL, the radial distance to the incoming particle trajectory is determined as:

\[ r_i = \sqrt{(x_i - x_0)^2 + (y_i - y_0)^2}, \]  

(10.1)

where \( (x_i, y_i) \) are the coordinates of the center of the cell \( i \) and \( (x_0, y_0) \) is the position of the energy weighted shower center:

\[ x_0 = \frac{\sum_i E_i \cdot x_i}{\sum_i E_i} \quad \text{and} \quad y_0 = \frac{\sum_i E_i \cdot y_i}{\sum_i E_i}, \]  

(10.2)

\( E_i \) being the energy measured in the cell \( i \).
Figure 10. Summary of the measurement of the center of gravity in the longitudinal direction, for pions in the AHCAL. Top, left: for data and for the FTFP_BERT physics list. Top, right: ratio between Monte Carlo and data using the FTFP_BERT physics list with different versions of GEANT4. Bottom: ratio between Monte Carlo and data for several physics lists. The gray band in the ratios represents the statistical uncertainty on data.

For this study, all physical AHCAL cells are subdivided into virtual cells of $1 \times 1 \text{cm}^2$ [21]. The energy deposited in the physical cells is equally distributed over the virtual cells covering its area. The dimension of the smallest AHCAL tiles, i.e. $3 \times 3 \text{cm}^2$, is chosen as natural bin width for the radial shower profiles, which show the average energy deposited in the AHCAL as a function of the coordinate $r$. The radial shower profiles are shown in figure 12, for the same set of beam energies and physics lists considered for the longitudinal profiles.

All physics lists show a similar behavior and tend to underestimate the radial extent of showers, showing a relatively higher energy deposition in the core of the showers. The disagreement is more pronounced at high energies. QGSP_BERT, QGSP_FTFP_BERT and QBBC agree better with data at...
Figure 11. Summary of the measurement of the standard deviation of the longitudinal shower profile, for pions in the AHCAL. Top, left: for data and for the FTFP_BERT physics list. Top, right: ratio between Monte Carlo and data using the FTFP_BERT physics list with different versions of GEANT4. Bottom: ratio between Monte Carlo and data for several physics lists. The gray band in the ratios represents the statistical uncertainty on data.

low energies, in particular QGSP_BERT, which is consistent with data within 5-10%. CHIPS has the best behavior at 80 GeV, describing the data at the 5-10% level. The ratios between data and Monte Carlo generally show a discontinuity at about 300-350 mm, corresponding to the transition between the tiles with a granularity of $6 \times 6$ cm$^2$ and the outer tiles with a granularity of $12 \times 12$ cm$^2$ in the active layers.

As expected, the contributions from electrons, pions and protons show that the electromagnetic component of the showers is concentrated in the core, while in the tails the energy is mostly deposited by protons.
Figure 12. Mean radial shower profiles for 8 GeV (left column), 18 GeV (center column) and 80 GeV (right column) pions. First row: for data (circles) and for the FTFP_BERT physics list (histogram). Second to fourth rows: ratio between Monte Carlo and data for several physics lists. All profiles are normalized to unity. $\langle E_{\text{rec}} \rangle / \Delta r$ is the average deposited energy in $\Delta r$, where $r$ is the radial coordinate.
The mean energy-weighted shower radius and the standard deviation of the radial energy distribution are compared for all physics lists and all energies in figure 13 and figure 14, respectively. As for the longitudinal observables, the mean is defined as:

\[ \langle r \rangle = \frac{\sum E_i \cdot r_i}{\sum E_i}, \]

and the standard deviation as:

\[ \sqrt{\langle r^2 \rangle - \langle r \rangle^2}, \quad \langle r^2 \rangle = \frac{\sum E_i \cdot r_i^2}{\sum E_i}, \]

where \( r_i \) is defined in eq. (10.1).

The energy-weighted shower radius ranges between 90 mm and 60 mm and exhibits the expected exponential decrease with energy \([26]\). The standard deviation only mildly decreases with energy from about 80 mm to about 70 mm.

Monte Carlo models underestimate the radial extent of showers, both in terms of radius and of standard deviation. The majority of simulations exhibit an energy-dependent behavior and the disagreement with data increases with energy. QGSP_BERT reproduces the mean radius of showers at 8-10 GeV, but disagrees with data by up to about 12% at high energies. Similar results are achieved by QGSP_FTFP_BERT and QBBC, though they give a worse agreement with data at low energies. FTF_BIC underestimates the mean shower radius by about 3% at 8 GeV and by up to \(\sim 12\%\) at high energies. A similar behaviour is shown by FTFP_BERT, though the disagreement between data and Monte Carlo is about 2% worse at all energies. Above 10 GeV, the best results are achieved by CHIPS, which shows the least energy dependence and underestimates the mean radial shower expansion by 2-4%. At lower energies the performance degrades and the disagreement increases by up to 5% at 8 GeV. LHEP shows a dramatic disagreement with data at all energies.

Similar trends are observed for the standard deviation of the radial energy distributions, though the agreement with data improves for all physics lists with respect to the mean radius of showers (figure 14).

The study of the evolution of FTFP_BERT with different GEANT4 versions (figure 13 and 14) shows that in the version 9.4 the simulation of the radial shower development went back to the performance achieved for the version 9.2. The intermediate version 9.3 is the closest to the data. This conclusion concerns both the observables considered.

It should be underlined that the residual discrepancies in radial profiles observed in electromagnetic showers \([9]\), discussed above, do not prevent conclusions from being drawn concerning these radial observables and the results shown remain an important input to the process of validation of Monte Carlo models. The absolute uncertainties in the description of electromagnetic radial profiles are of the order of 2 mm, while the deviations observed in hadronic showers are of the order of 10 mm.

11 Conclusions

The response of the CALICE analog hadron calorimeter to pions is measured for energies between 8 GeV and 100 GeV, using data collected at CERN in 2007. The high sampling frequency together
Figure 13. Summary of the measurement of the average center of gravity $\langle r \rangle$ in the radial direction, for pions in the AHCAL. Top, left: for data and for the FTFP_BERT physics list. Top, right: ratio between Monte Carlo and data using the FTFP_BERT physics list with different versions of GEANT4. Bottom: ratio between Monte Carlo and data for several physics lists. The gray band in the ratios represents the statistical uncertainty on data.

with the fine segmentation of the sensitive layers of this detector allows the investigation of the properties of hadronic showers and the validation of Monte Carlo models with an unprecedented spacial accuracy.

The paper covers the measurement of several properties of hadronic showers, such as the global energy response and the longitudinal and radial development of showers. The physics lists based on the Fritiof model yield overall the best simulation of the energy response, with a particularly good agreement with data at energies between 10 GeV and 30 GeV. A good simulation of the energy response at low energies is achieved also by the physics lists based on the quark-gluon string model, such as QGSP_BERT and QGSP_FTFP_BERT, which agree with data at the 2-4% level.
Figure 14. Summary of the measurement of the average standard deviation of the radial shower profile $\sqrt{\langle r^2 \rangle - \langle r \rangle^2}$, for pions in the AHCAL. Top, left: for data and for the FTFP_BERT physics list. Top, right: ratio between Monte Carlo and data using the FTFP_BERT physics list with different versions of GEANT4. Bottom: ratio between Monte Carlo and data for several physics lists. The gray band in the ratios represents the statistical uncertainty on data.

At high energies these physics lists overestimate the energy response by up to 10%. A similar trend is exhibited by the CHIPS physics list, while the LHEP physics list underestimates the deposited energy at all energies by up to 10%. This list has generally the worst performance also with respect to the other observables considered.

The best description of the longitudinal development of showers is achieved by the physics lists based on the Fritiof model and by CHIPS. The physics lists based on the quark-gluon string model agree with data at about the 6-8% level.

Previous publications show limitations in the understanding of the radial development of electromagnetic showers [9]. However, the results published in [22] show that despite these limitations the ability to model the hadronic shower separation is not degraded. Moreover, the discrepancies
at the electromagnetic level are one order of magnitude smaller than the average radial extension of hadronic showers and do not prevent conclusions from being drawn concerning radial observables of hadronic showers. Hadronic data indicate broader showers than expected from simulation. The best performing list is CHIPS, which shows an almost energy-independent behavior and underestimates the shower mean radial expansion by less than about 2-5% at all energies. All the other physics lists with the exception of LHEP exhibit a disagreement with data increasing at high energies. The LHEP physics list shows a moderate energy-dependence, but largely disagrees with data by up to 15%. More detailed studies are needed, in order to improve the description of radial shower profiles.

FTFP_BERT and CHIPS are overall the physics lists that best agree with the observables presented. CHIPS is a very recent list, which is still under development. FTFP_BERT is an older list and the presented time evolution reflects changes in both the Bertini and the Fritiof models and their combination. Most observables fluctuate by ±2-6% depending on the GEANT4 version considered and remain in acceptable agreement with data. The considered radial observables present more significant changes of the order of 10% and show a better agreement with data for an older version of the physics list.

In the last decade the LHC experiments have also performed comparison studies of their test-beam data to GEANT4 v9.3.p01 models. The beam energies available in the LHC beam tests were either below 9 GeV or above 20 GeV. They concluded in [27, 28] that the physics list QGSP_BERT was the closest to their pion test-beam data. The agreement was within 2-3%, with QGSP_BERT response higher in data than in simulations. During the ATLAS test beam the lateral spread of pion showers has also been quantified. Simulated showers were found significantly narrower than in data, with a disagreement of about 15% for QGSP_BERT [29]. Since these tests several improvements have been implemented in the simulation. The results presented in this paper have extended the comparison to more recent versions of GEANT4 over a similar energy range.
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